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Concept: Bouncing, burrowing biobattery

Trouble: Unstable gene splicing

Discipline: Naturally armoured hide
Just a hint of kangaroo
Constant static discharges
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The Volta Cingulata, 
or voltaic armadillo 
to use its common 
name, was the first 
creation of Dr Ikena 
Ahoudi, a renowned 
geneticist within the 
mad science 
community. By 

successfully integrating 
segments of the electric eel 

genome he was able to 
demonstrate the viability of his 

unique nonEuclidian integrase 
system years before conventional 

science began sequencing the 
genomes of higher organisms.

The creature was origianlly marketed to special ops teams as a 
biological intrusion system, capable of burrowing in below 
installations before frying the security networks. A job at which it 
failed spectacularly. Prone to distractions or just wandering off its 
now more commonly found as an eccentric collectors item and 
occasionally as a guard animal in sites that eschew electronic 
based security measures.

To this day we still don't know how it acquired those 
$*&@ing kangaroo sequences.

Curling up in 
a ball

Voltaic armadillo Arc lightning
Because I am a bundle of 
electrically infused nervous 
energy once per session after 
something frightens me I may 
make an immediate lightning 
attack against the nearest 
target using a discipline of 
Lightning d8. 

This stunt can be recharged 
with a DM roll of 5+ using 
demon dice.




